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  Teacher resource

Scenario cards – set 3

Learning outcomes 
Pupils will:
> know that some first aid situations are emergencies and some are not 
> be more confident about when to give treatment and when to get help
> know how burns from sparklers can be avoided
> learn to understand and control emotions.

1. Dan has a nose bleed

If you saw this,  
what would you do?
How would you feel?

        To separate  
the scenario 
cards, simply cut 
around the edge.

Cut around edge to separate
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3. Callum has a burnt 
hand from a sparkler

If you saw this,  
what would you do?
How would you feel?

2. Kelly has a broken nail

If you saw this,  
what would you do?
How would you feel?

Cut around edge to separate

        To separate  
the scenario 
cards, simply cut 
around the edge.
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Cut around edge to separate

        To separate  
the scenario 
cards, simply cut 
around the edge.

4. Ali has a cold - his nose 
is red and running

If you saw this,  
what would you do?
How would you feel?

  Teacher resource

Scenario cards – set 3


